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What is direct action?

� “Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such a crisis and 
establish such creative tension that a community that has 
constantly refused to negotiate is forced to confront the 
issue. The purpose of direct action is to create a situation 
so crisis-packed that it will inevitably open the door to 
negotiation”

� “Direct action is the strategic use of immediately effective 
acts to achieve a political or social end, and challenge an 
unjust power dynamic.”
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4 presumptions 
on violence
� Violence is viewed positionality

� state v. social movement, occupier v. occupied

� Violence is divergently viewed by the creator and 
recipient

� Rioter v. police, army v. civilian, assailant v. 
survivor

� State-sponsored violence is viewed as 
“justified,” “necessary,” “rational,” “legal,” 
“moral,” “ethical”…

� Non-State sanctioned violence is viewed as 
“chaotic,” “short sighted,” “unnecessary,” 
“crazy”…

Terrorists are simply the members of their societies who are the most optimistic about the 
usefulness of violence for achieving goals that many, and often most, support. (Pape, 2005)
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Planning a 
campaign

� Mapping the conflict
� Allies
� Opponents
� Resources

� Developing strategy
� Choosing appropriate 

tactics
� Order of depl0yment & 

plans for escalation
� Means of assessing 

success

Mapping the conflict



Power mapping





Mapping allies 
and opponents

� ACTIVE ALLIES: agree with you & will fight alongside you

� PASSIVE ALLIES: agree with you but inactive

� NEUTRALS: fence sitters

� PASSIVE OPPOSITION: disagree with you but inactive

� ACTIVE OPPOSITION: disagree with you & will fight against you

SPECTRUM 
OF ALLIES

Allies can include: Direct 
support people, Movement 
servicers, Amplifiers, Bridges,  
Mobilizers, Cultural workers, 
Community organizers, 
Institutional gate keepers



Mapping allies

� Direct support people: working directly with/for campaign

� Movement servicers: offer a particular skill set to different 
groups/networks (e.g. trainers, facilitators, researchers)

� Amplifiers: Focused on engaging networks, media, finding new 
audiences

� Bridges: those working at the intersections of movements/networks, 
coalition builders

� Mobilizers: those who can mobilize large numbers of people in a short 
time period or leverage preexisting networks

� Cultural workers: artists, musicians, actors, poets….help create 
cultural shifts necessary for political shifts

� Community organizers: embedded oi communities and working 
directly on a long-term basis

� Others
� Institutional gate keepers…?



Mapping Opponents







Tactics and 
strategy

� Goals should be:
� Specific
� Measurable
� Achievable
� Realistic
� Time-bound

� AN ACTION REQUIRES…
� Choose target
� Research and scout
� Form an affinity group
� Hold meetings
� Built art & equipment
� Practice
� Prepare media/support
� Deploy action
� Media work/jail support
� Debrief

A campaign is a specific 
fight to win a specific 

demand(s) from a target. It 
is coordinated with a 

strategy to get from ‘point 
A’ to the ‘campaign goal.’ 

Tactics are the stepping 
stones along that 

campaign.



So many 
tactics…



Principles 
Guiding 
Movement 
Action

PGA Points of Unity (2002)
1. A very clear rejection of capitalism, 

imperialism and feudalism; all trade 
agreements, institutions and 
governments that promote 
destructive globalisation.

2. We reject all forms and systems of 
domination and discrimination 
including, but not limited to, 
patriarchy, racism and religious 
fundamentalism of all creeds. We 
embrace the full dignity of all human 
beings.

3. A confrontational attitude, since we 
do not think that lobbying can have a 
major impact in such biased and 
undemocratic organisations, in which 
transnational capital is the only real 
policy-maker.

4. A call to direct action and civil 
disobedience, support for social 
movement struggles, advocating 
forms of resistance which maximize 
respect for life and oppressed peoples’ 
rights, as well as the construction of 
local alternatives to global capitalism.

5. An organisational philosophy based on 
decentralisation and autonomy.

St. Paul Principles (2008)

1. Our solidarity will be based on respect 
for a diversity of tactics and the plans 
of other groups.

2. The actions and tactics used will be 
organized to maintain a separation of 
time or space.

3. Any debates or criticisms will stay 
internal to the movement, avoiding 
any public or media denunciations of 
fellow activists and events.

4. We oppose any state repression of 
dissent, including surveillance, 
infiltration, disruption and violence. 
We agree not to assist law 
enforcement actions against activists 
and others.



Practice, 
Apply, 
Improve, 
Repeat

Tactics Add tactics to your overall campaign 
placing them in escalating order 

Plan Backwards plan a campaign 
including short term goals

Map
Map the ‘powerful’ & ‘less powerful’ 
players in the conflict, identifying 
them as allies/opponents

Identify Identify a campaign—real, potential, 
imaginary, historical





Questions?

�Michael Loadenthal, Ph.D.

�LOADENM@miamioh.edu
�LOADENTHAL@PROTONMAIL.COM

�TWITTER: @Mloadenthal

�https://michaelloadenthal.academia.edu/
� ARTICLES
� BOOK CHAPTERS
� SYLLABI
� PRESENTATIONS

https://www.peacejusticestudies.org/ = PEACE & JUSTICE STUDIES ASSOCIATION
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